HFB05
High frequency battery charger 12 V

HFL08
High frequency battery charger 12 + 24V

HFL815DUO
High frequency battery charger 12V

HFL824DUO
High frequency battery charger 24V

HFL16
High frequency battery charger 6+12 V

HFL40
High frequency battery charger 6+12+24 V

Recommended from Daimler AG!!!
Step in to the modern battery charger.
The microprocessor controled HFB 05 loads
all kind of batteries like plumb, acid, gel and
AGM batteries from 10 Ah - 200 Ah. Perfect
and absolute control free. 230 V 50 Hz
Safe protection for all electronics like airbag,
control units etc.Perfect to use for
permanently loading at season vehicles for example.
Splash water and dust proof (IP 65). Load level: 5 A / 12 V

The thinking charger!
Everything is working automatically.
It is not neccessary to press any button.
Just connect the cables!
Power: 8A
Battery capacity: 20 to 280 Ah.

Perfect for caravans.
HFL 815 DUO is able to charge two 12Volt
battery blocks. The battery charger
starts automatically and works like
two battery chargers in one case.
Power 15A.
Delivery without cables.

Perfect for your truck and coach.
HFL 824 DUO is able to charge two 24Volt
battery blocks. The battery charger
starts automatically and works like
two battery chargers in one case.
Power 8A.
Delivery without cables.

Latest process controlled technology.
Recommended from Daimler AG !!! 100%
charging of all batteries. Absolute control free
(plumb, acid, gel and AGM batteries ) Perfect
protection for all electronics like airbag, control
units etc. Several adjustable load levels. Special
reactivation program for unloaded batteries.
With Service program especially for CAN-BUS systems during the diagnosis!
Load levels: 6V / 2A, 12V / 2A, 12V / 8A, 12V / 16A. For 4 Ah-300 Ah batteries.

The premium charger worldwide ! Absolute control
free (plumb, acid, gel and AGM batteries ). Perfect
protection for all electronics like airbag, control units
etc. Special reactivation program for unloaded
batteries. With Service program especially for
CAN-BUS systems during the diagnosis!
Boost-Program! For 4 Ah -600 Ah batteries.
Load levels: 2 - 40 A / 12 V (24 V until 20 A)
Recommended by Daimler AG and Porsche AG !

HFL65
High frequency battery charger 6+12+24 V

The premium charger worldwide !
Recommended from Daimler AG and Porsche AG !!!
100% charging of all batteries. Absolute control free (plumb, acid, gel
and AGM batteries ) Perfect protection for all electronics like airbag,
control units etc. Several adjustable load levels. Special reactivation
program for unloaded batteries. With Service program especially for
CAN-BUS systems during the diagnosis! Boost-Program!
Load levels: 5 - 65 A / 12 V (24 V until 35 A) switchable.
For 10 Ah - 1000 Ah batteries.

HFL112
High frequency battery charger 12 V

One of the strongest charger worldwide ! More than 100A Power !!!
Integrated battery test and connection for a memory card!
Perfect to provide warranty work! 3,5“ touch display!
100% charging of all batteries. Absolute control free (plumb, acid, gel
and AGM batteries ) Perfect protection for all electronics like airbag,
control units etc. Several adjustable load levels. Special reactivation
program for unloaded batteries. With Service program especially for
CAN-BUS systems during the diagnosis!
For 4 Ah - 1500 Ah batteries.
Load power: 10 A - 100+ A.
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MBO_Mini
Super-Mini-Booster 12V

MBT261
Battery tester 6 + 12V

MBO770
Startbooster 12 V

MBT101
Battery tester 12 V

The smallest Super Mini Booster in the world!
Weight: 4kg !!!
Dimensions: 204 x 162 x 145mm !!!
Power: 800A Start / 2350A Peak !!!

This unit tests the battery state with / without strain.
Very easy to handle. Just press the rocker switch and
the bargraph shows you the battery state.
Strength: 100 ampere
Weight: ca. 1,5kg

This is a solid startbooster with a very strong 16 Ah Hawker Enersys battery.
The good high flex cables with insulated metal pole nippers and integrated
pressure spike protectors always guarantee best
performance and safety for cars, airbags,
control units and on board electronics etc.
The booster has an insulated ON/OFF switch with
warning against reverse polarity.
Inclusive automatic loader.
Tension 12 V ; Power: 700 A / 2100 A (Peak)
Weight: 10 kg

Fast and significant tester for 12 V starter batteries.
(About 25 Ah-150 Ah size)
The result is shown in volt, ampere and as an
LED symbol.
Perfect to use for car batteries.
With an rubber protection.

MBO1200
Startbooster 12 + 24 V

MBT301
Battery tester 6+12 V

Just like MBO770 though for 12 + 24 V batteries.
Above all: Two high power HAWKER Enersys
batteries (2 x 16 Ah)
Power: 1400A / 4200 A (Peak)
Weight: 16 kg

Professional battery tester with a printer.
Clear menu navigation with an automatic test run.
The test result is shown on a LCD display
with a printer.
For most bike, car and truck batteries until
200Ah.
MBT 3211 Replacement paper rolls (2 pcs.)

MBO2500
Lithium Ionen Power Booster 12 V

SHK25

Starter cable 25 mm2
Length 3,5 m, loadable 350 A, TÜV/GS

High flex cables with insulated metal pole
nippers and integrated pressure spike protectors
always guarantee best performance and safety
for cars, airbags, control units and on board
electronics etc. The booster has an insulated
ON/OFF switch with warning against reverse
polarity. Inclusive automatic loader.
Power: 500 A (for 5 sec,) / 800 A (for 0,2 sec.)
Weight: only 4,6 kg

SHK35

Starter cable 35 mm2
Länge 4,5 m, loadable 450 A, TÜV/GS

SHK50

Starter cable 50 mm2
Länge 5,0 m, loadable 550 A, TÜV/GS

MBO3000
Lithium Ionen Power Booster 12 + 24 V

NSV_OBD
Auto Memory Saver

High flex cables with insulated metal pole
nippers and integrated pressure spike protectors
always guarantee best performance and safety
for cars, airbags, control units and on board
electronics etc. The booster has an insulated
ON/OFF switch with warning against reverse
polarity. Inclusive automatic loader.
Power: 12V = 1600A / 4600A (Peak)
24V = 800A / 2300A (Peak)
Weight: only 8 kg

Prevent the loss of electronic memory when
disconnecting the vehicle‘s battery.
High visibility coiled cord stretches to 2,4 meter.
OBD2 connection uses positive and ground
pins only, will not interfere with fault codes.
Cigarette lighter input (12 volt power source not included):
Easy to connect to your booster unit.

MBO1224HD
Startbooster 12 + 24 V

AEKP01
Sampling and concentration test kit for AdBlue

A solid external start power for highest requests!
Extreme strong, original GENESIS high power
battery, good high flex cables with complete
insulated metal pole nippers and integrated
pressure spike protectors always guarantees best
performance and highest safety for cars, airbags,
control units and on board electronics etc. The unit
has an insulated On/Off switch with warning against
reverse polarity. Inclusive 1 automatic loader.
Power: 1200 / 3500A (Peak) ; Weight: 25 kg.

With the AEKP 01, specimens
of AdBlue can be extracted from the
tank and evaluated.Refractometer
for AdBlue operating additive
concentration. Delivery rate of the
SCR pump (only with the support of
the vehicle´s software). Determination
of the injected volume of AdBlue operating
additive (only with the support of the
vehicle´s own Software).
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SEG011D
Headlight adjustment unit

The robust luxmeter is height adjustable and for a trouble-free use over years.
Easy to adjust the head and fog lights on cars and trucks.
Useable for all type of lamps (filament, halogen, xenon, LED, laser..).
Accredited unit (prototype technical-release procedure by TÜV).

SEG02DL
Headlight adjustment unit with two lasers and luxmeter
The absolute precision instrument!
1st laser to find out the middle of the headlight.
2nd laser for the perfect position.
Useable for all type of lamps (filament, halogen, xenon, LED, laser..).
Accredited unit (prototype technical-release procedure by TÜV).
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SEG03SL
Headlight adjustment unit with laser and mirror (ruler)

The laser is to find out the middle of the headlight.
With the mirror(ruler) you get the perfect position and you are able to adjust the
DISTRONIC of Mercedes Benz cars. For every type of vehicle and lamp.
Useable for all type of lamps (filament, halogen, xenon, LED, laser..).
Accredited unit (prototype technical-release procedure by TÜV).
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SEG04DL
Headlight adjustment unit with rails

Just like SEG02DL, though with a rail-system (4m).
The bar is rotatable.

SEG05CT
Headlight adjustment unit with CMOS-Camera

The SEG05CT is our top model and disposes two lasers, rotatable bar,
CMOS-camera and an integrated 8“ tablet (removable) as a display.
Very easy menu navigation.
Storage of all tests.
Data transmission to a printer or computer by „bluetooth“ or „WIFI“.

Vehic
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SEG06CTR
Headlight adjustment unit with CMOS-Camera and rails
Just like SEG05CT, though with a rail-system (4m).
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FT2535S4fach
Refractometer

MW1700MAX
Cooling system testing equipment

LT450
Co²-Leak Detector

MW2003UNI
Cooling system test kit for cars

HV83
Hand vacuum pump

MW1599
Cooling system test kit for cars

HV84
Hand vakuum pump

MW2300
Cooling system testing equipment (cars)

HVD86K
Hand vakuum pump

MW2400
Cooling system testing equipment (commercial vehicles)

HVD90K
Pressure and vacuum pump

KVB05
Cooling system filler

Absolute novelty!!! 4 scales! Directly readable!
Convert is not necessary!
Scale 1 = Antifreeze for coolant Ethylene °C (incl. G13)
Scale 2 = Battery acid kg/l
Scale 3 = Water for windshield wiper °C
Scale 4 = Urea-water solution (AdBlue®/Urea/DEF)

With the revolutionary bubble
sealing system. The unit allows the connection
without any adapters.
Complete with 2 VAG-, and 1 japanese-adapter,
reserve bubble, force pump and an analytical
equipment in the case.

Leak detector for cylinder head gasket.
For diesel and petrol engines.
Delivery includes reaction liquid as
well as rinsing liquid.
Supplied in a wooden box.

Universal set for almost all european
cars. The universal adapter is for container
opening with internal diameter 27 to 42 mm.
Inclusive flexible connector.
Supplied in a solid plastic case.

Shipment:
1 cooling system tester
1 flexible cable
5 adapters (22KS, 31KS, 33K, 38KS, 60K)

Easy to handle vacuum pump.
Delivery includes a hose with
several adapter in a carton.
Measuring range: -1 until 0 bar.

Robust pump made of metal.
You can work with only one hand.
Supplied with hose and brass
cone.
Measuring range: -1 until 0 bar

With the current adapters of
the european and asian vehicle
manufacturers.
Shipment:
Cooling system pump, FZ100K,
90KW, 85KW, 77KW, 65K, 38K,
31K. Supplied in a case.

Very robust pump made of metal.
Inclusive many adapters, hoses and a small container for fluids.
Supplied in a case.

New combination with the current adapters
for CVs of the last 10 years.
Shipment:
Cooling system pump,
FZ100K, 23KS, 24K, 31KS, 40KS,
59KS, 64KS, 66KS
Supplied in a case.

Robust hand-operated pump made of
aluminium. Supplied in a case
with a hose and 5 adapter.
Applicable in vehicle industry and
propellant technique areas.
Measuring range: -1 until +3 bar

With quick coupling and 3
universal-adapter. To fill the
cooling system without any
air bubbles. Fast, perfect and safe !
The unit can be used with any
– MAWEK– radiator adapter
with a K.., KS.., KW.. or UA..prefix.
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LPS04
Charge-air-system tester

LPS06
Charge-air-system tester „click“

TDU01
Tester for turbo loader

VE01
Tester for carburetor

Leakage test of the charge air system or other
prefabricated parts. The reducer of pressure is
fine adjustable. Automatic pressure limit at
max. 1,0 bar (very important to avoid
damages of the turbo-charger).
Inclusive fleible hose and 6 adapters.
Usable for the following openings:
36,41,47,52,57,63,68,78,83,88 mm
This is a expandable set.

This click-system is for the new vehicle-generation.
Leakage test of the charge air system or other
prefabricated parts. The reducer of pressure is
fine adjustable. Automatic pressure limit at
max. 1,0 bar (very important to avoid
damages of the turbo-charger).
Inclusive fleible hose and 12 adapters.
6 adapters with a nipple and the
other 6 adapters are closing plugs.

High quality compound gauge Ø 100 mm
with robust protective rubber cap and
hook.
Measuring range: –1 until +3 bar.
Fuel resistant hose 3 m, including T-piece.

Perfect setting for more-carburetor engine.
Delivery:
1 piece gauge with holder
Measuring range -1 to 0 bar.

			
		
(Photo: 2x VE01)

FPMK01
Tester for measuring the return pressure
from piezo common rail injectors

CRMK01
Return-flow measurement

Spill rate tester for common rail injectors.
For injectors from BOSCH, DELPHI, DENSO
and SIEMENS.
6 plexiglas containers, scaled with highly flexible
and fuel resistant connecting hose.
Shipment with all 24 adapters (6 pieces each)
in a plastic case.

Complete set for testing the
condition of a common rail injector
from Bosch, Delphi and Siemens.
The must have for a modern workshop.
Supplied in a case.

DET06 + DET061
Injection tester (0-400 bar)

DET062 + DET063
Injection tester (0-600 bar)

CRP012
Tester for common rail high pressure

DRV05
Cylinder leakage tester for petrol and diesel engines

OP83K
Oil pressure testing equipment

DZP01
Digital gear belt tester

Workshop tester for testing diesel fuel injector.
Inclusive 2 connecting lines with threaded
connectors (M12x1,5 + M14x1,5) and
a Splashproof (plexiglas container for the
protection of the environment).
DET062 --> manometer without trailing pointer
DET063 --> manometer with trailing pointer

Workshop tester for testing diesel fuel injector.
Inclusive 2 connecting lines with threaded
connectors (M 12x1,5 + M 14x1,5) and
a Splashproof (plexiglas container for the
protection of the environment).
DET06 --> manometer without trailing pointer
DET061 --> manometer with trailing pointer

Engine pressure-loss tester with connection
to workshop pressure. Precision gauge
Ø 80 mm with green O.K. area.
Shipment:
Adapter for quick coupling.
Thread connection M14x1,25 + M18x1,5.

You can test the pressure very easily and
quickly (up to max. 1000 bar).
Needful for every Common Rail Pro.
Delivery:
Manometer filled with glycerol.
5 different connecting cables.
3 thread adapter
Supplied in a case.

High-value set with 10 quick coupling
adaptors plus 1 angular adapter.
Precision gauge Ø 80 mm with robust
protective rubber cap.
Scale 0 – 10 bar/140 Psi.
Gauge hose 1 m.
Supplied in a case.

Tester for checking the tension of the
gear belts. Clamping the belt in a
metal sensor brings up a numerical
value in Newtons on the display.
This can be compared with the
manufacturer’s data.
Supplied in a case.
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DP11K
Fuel pressure and leakage tester

KP801
Universal compression tester

DP22K
Fuel pressure and leakage tester

KPA_FLEX_SET01

System-pressure tester for fuel
injection systems. The tester can be used
for the following systems:
K- and L-Jetronic, Motronic etc.,
3-way valve assembly, 3 hoses with coupling
and 12 adapters.
Supplied in a case.

For diesel and petrol engines.
Precision gauge 80mm (0 – 40 bar).
Hose with quick coupling and release valve.
Inclusive Adapter ZKS011 (M14 x 1,25 and M18 x 1,5).

Adapter set (3 pieces) for petrol engines:
KPA08, KPA09, KPA10.
Matches to KP.. and DRV..

For diesel and petrol engines.
Fuel system pressure tester with
compound gauge (vacuum/pressure).
Check of air bubbles with manometer
Ø 63 mm (-1 till + 9 bar).
SAE norm.
Supplied in a case.

KPA_FLEX_SET02

Adapter set (5 pieces) for petrol engines:
KPA08, KPA09, KPA10, KPA11, KPA12.
Matches to KP.. and DRV..

DP30K
Fuel pressure and leakage tester

KP805K
Compression tester (for older cars)

BDP01KG
Brake pressure tester

KP806K
Compression tester (for almost new cars)

BDP04KG
Calibrated brake pressure tester

KP80LKW
Compression tester

KPD01K
Digital pressure tester

KPD02K
Digital pressure tester

System pressure tester for mechanical and
electronic fuel injection system.
Extended version of DP11K with totally
30 adapters!
Because of this wide range of adapters, use is
assured with almost all makes of car.
Incl. 1 drain valve for the discharge of residual
fuel and 1 extension hose (1m).

The super assortment for diesel
and petrol engines.
Precision gauge Ø 80 mm.
Connecting hose for gauge 0.35m.
Release valve.
With 13 connecting adapters.
Supplied in a case.

Pneumatic brake tester for commercial
vehicles. Suitable for safety test.
Hose couplings are supplied for
connection to the breaking system.
2 pressure gauges Ø 100 mm 0-16 bar.
1 pressure gauge Ø 100 mm 0-25 bar.
3 hoses each 3,50 m long.
4 connecting heads.

For diesel and petrol engines (0 – 40bar).
Inclusive release valve.
15 adapters !
Supplied in a case.

For hydraulic 2 circle brake systems.
Connection via brass adapter with
metrical thread.
The checkup can be made from the driver’s seat.
2 pressure gauges Ø 100 mm 0-160 bar.
1 high pressure line 2 m long.
1 high pressure line 5 m long.
7 standard adapters (2 of each)

The assortment for trucks + bus.
Precision gauge Ø 80 mm.
Connecting hose for gauge 0.35m.
Release valve.
With 10 connecting adapters.
Supplied in a case.

Universal workshop compression tester
with digital display for diesel and petrol
engines (0...60bar).
Inclusive 13 adapters. For older cars.

Universal workshop compression tester
with digital display for diesel and petrol
engines (0...60bar). Available with an ISO
certificate of calibration.
Inclusive 15 adapters.
For almost new cars.
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MP7
Stroboscope lamp (petrol)

MPC04
COB-LED-Lamp

MDG83M
Stroboscope lamp

MPH09
Multifunctional lamp

MDB01M
Stroboscope lamp (petrol + diesel)

MPH01
Inspection lamp (for 230V)

A tough and slim lamp for petrol engines.
Ignition adjustment: 0 – 60°
For 12 V.
Supplied in a case.

Our new high-tech lamp in pencil-shape.
Small, robust and very bright.
Rotatable magnet-clip.

Process controlled lamp with digital display
for petrol.
Measuring dwell angle, ignition adjustment,
revolution speed and tension.

10 x SMD-LED in the front
1 x SMD-LED in the head
1 x magnet on the back
1 x hook on the back
Power for 5 hours.
Extrem bright light --> 800 LUX
180° slewing.

Modern SMD-technology with a very kindly light, just like
fluorescent lighting.

Process controlled lamp with digital
display for petrol and diesel engines.
Petrol		
Diesel
Dwell angle
Starting output
Ignition adjustment
Squirt adjustment
Revolution Speed
Revolution Speed
Tension 10-18V
Tension 10-18V
Complete with 6 mm Piezo clamp.
Supplied in a case.

MPH02
Inspection lamp (with a Li-Ion battery)

Modern SMD-technology with a very kindly light, just like
fluorescent lighting.

MPH05
Lighting for the engine bay (for 230V)

DM02
Electronic tachometer

Modern SMD-technology with a very kindly light, just like fluorescent lighting.

Electronic tester for speed measures without
contact. Digital display with measurement
memory.
Measuring distance: 50 to 500 mm
Measuring range: 2 to 99999 U/min
With reflex band and supplied in a case.

MPH06
Lighting for the engine bay (with a Li-Ion battery)

Modern SMD-technology with a very kindly light, just like fluorescent lighting.

ZWT17S
Tractor tester,13-pole,12 V DIN/ISO

MT09S
Multimeter

MAWEK Probe

MT071S
Multimeter

Our most reasonable multimeter.
A quality product for everyone.
Hold-key option complete with test tips
and battery.
Diode test and continuity test.
ACV 100mV - 600V
DCV 200mV - 600V
ACA/DCA 100 -10A
200 Ohm – 2000KOhm

A robust tractor tester for testing the
plug sockets, 4 m hose with integrated
load resistors for fog lights and turn
signals.
Also useable for vehicles with
CAN-BUS-Systems.

Multipurpose inspection lamp for use on electrical systems.
AZ172 (6-24 Volt)
AZ173 (12-24 Volt) Light + beeper
AZ174LCD (12-48 Volt) Light + beeper + display + case
AZ176 (12-48 Volt) Light + beeper + display + Min-/Max-Memory + ca se

AZ172

AZ173

AZ174LCD

AZ176

Our best !
Multimeter with automatic adjustment
and bargraph for highest requirements!
Complete with test tips and battery
ACV - 750V, DCV - 1000V
ACA/DCA - 10A, 326 - 32,6 MOhm
32,6 KHz -200 KHz
Diode test and continuity test.
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ST3501 (AC / DC)
Clamp-on current probe

ST3800 (AC / DC)
Clamp-on current probe

AZL01
Infrared thermometer with laser

AR203
Digital thermometer

GRF01
Noise detector

Electronic Protection

Measuring range from 0,01 – 200A !!!
To find hidden consumers and creeping currents.
2 Units in 1 with integrated
multitester !
Big display with bargraph.
Complete with test tips,
battery and case.

Measuring range from 0,1 – 1000 A !!!
To measure consumers and big starter streams.
2 Units in 1 with integrated multitester !
Complete with test tips, battery and case.

This thermometer measures moving parts,
conducting parts, luiqid or spots which are difficult
to access perfectly.
Very small measuring spot.
Tereby you get accurate measures.
Measuring range: -50°C … +500°C

Applicable for liquid, air and gas.
The sensor ist exchangeable.
Measuring range: -65...+500°C
Indication 1°C, length (measuring line) 1,00 m,
1 thermometer, 1 sensor.
Supplied in a case.

For protection of the vehicle’s
electronic components.
Occuring high voltages will be absorbed
by this instrument.

An easy to handle diagnostic unit to
detect noises on vehicles.
All kind of noises on chassis and
engines can be located while staying
or during test drives.
Supplied in a case.

2 different models:
ES01 (12 V)
ES1224 (12/24 V)
with automatic switch between 12/24 V.

LSM03
Coating thickness tester

SLT01
Key tester

GFP01
Filling pump for gear oil

GFP02
Filling pump for gear oil

BAS01
Fuel suction device 12 V.

BAS88
Fuel suction device with air pressure

Suitable for ferrous metal and aluminum.
It is possible to save up to 320 measured values.
MAX/MIN function.
Easy calibration.
USB-interface !
Inclusive computer software for
Windows 98/2000/XP/Vista/7.
Measurement range: 0 – 1.2 mm.
Supplied in a case.

Useful tester for checking infrared keys and
funk keys (433 MHz + 868 MHz).
Shipment:
Key tester with 9 volt battery.
Packed in carton.

The pump is made of aluminum.
Very fast and clean working!
Capacity of the canister: 10 liter
Length of the hose: 2m
Delivery: Pump made of aluminum, Canister 10 l,
3 screw adapters, 2 adapters with hook.
Attention: Do not use with petrol!!!

The pump is made of aluminum.
Very fast and clean working!
Length of the hose: 2m
Attention: Do not use with petrol!!!
Delivery:
1 Pump made of aluminium,
1 screw adapter,
1 adapter with hook.

German TÜV approved.
Explosion-protected fuel extractor unit.
Suitable in any situation where fuel
must drawn off (petrol and diesel engines).
BAS 01-12V power for 90 l/h
Spares on request.

German TÜV approved.
Very powerful suction device for any
situation where fuel must drawn off
(petrol and diesel engines).
Big 88 litres tank.
Very powerful, sucks about 10 litres per minute.
Accessories on request
Recommended from Daimler AG !!!
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REP01*
Tyre repair for passenger cars

GOJAK4500
For sports cars, lowered cars and racing cars
Carrying capacity:
506 kg (4 pieces = 2025 kg)
Tire: 13” – 22”
Tire breadth up to 500 mm
Weight: 19,5 kg
Please order minimum
2 pcs. or better
4 pcs. for one car.

The vulcanising repair is made with a blend
of butyl rubber, elastomers, chemically
blended vulcanising agents, including silicon,
vulcanising agents and accelerators. The
manufacturing process combines this rubber
compound with high tensile strength
continuous filament specially processed
nylon fibres.
* It is nesseccary to observe the german terms of reference of wheel repairing.
You have to observe the laws and terms of reference in every country.

GOJAK6200
For automobiles and SUV

REP02*
Tyre repair for trucks and heavy duty vehicles
The vulcanising repair is made with a blend
of butyl rubber, elastomers, chemically
blended vulcanising agents, including silicon,
vulcanising agents and accelerators. The
manufacturing process combines this rubber
compound with high tensile strength
continuous filament specially processed
nylon fibres.

Carrying capacity:
705 kg (4 pieces = 2820 kg)
Tire: 13” – 22”
Tire breadth up to 320 mm
Weight: 17,5 kg
Please order minimum
2 pcs. or better
4 pcs. for one car.

* It is nesseccary to observe the german terms of reference of wheel repairing.
You have to observe the laws and terms of reference in every country.

REP03*
Mushroom tyre repair

GOJAK_TROL
TROLLEY for GO-JAK’s

Mushroom style inserts are designed to
“fill the injury” in passenger or truck, radial or
bias-ply tyres.These mushroom inserts are
coated with a special orange vulcanizing
gum to ensure a fully vulcanized repair
either chemically or in a heat curing system.
Plugs available in two sizes 8 and 11mm.

This Trolley helps to stock maximal 4
GO-JAK’s space-saving and transportable.
It’s the perfect addition to our GO-JAKs!
(Delivery: Only Trolley – without GO-JAK’s)

* It is nesseccary to observe the german terms of reference of wheel repairing.
You have to observe the laws and terms of reference in every country.

RNC01
Wheel-Hub-Cleaner

FF04
FlexForce – Wrench for brake tube

Aluminium bell with steel core and square to work
with an ½“ impact wrench. Fast cleaning for
wheel-hubs, rims and brake discs.
Delivery include 1 cleaning disc.
Recommended from Porsche + Daimler AG !!!

This redevelopment is protected
by patent!
Even rounded bolts can be screwed.
The slightly springy head of the
wrench bites into
the screw.
Wrench-set (4 pieces) : 10, 11, 12-13, 14 mm

Spares:
RNC3E includes 3 cleaning discs
RNC04 hook and pile fastener (2 pcs.)

RNC02
Drilling machine adapter

SSH 07
Scraper-Spattle-Lifter set

RNC05
Stud-Bolt-Cleaner (use with drilling machine)

ERW01
Unlocking device (28 pieces)			

With this adapter you can use the RNC01 wheel-hub-cleaner with a drilling
machine instead of a impact screw driver.

Shipment:
No.1 Spattle medium hard, half-rounded.
No.2 Spattle soft, wide.
No.3 Spattle very hard, wide.
No.4 Clip Lifter medium hard, thin.
No.5 Clip Lifter medium hard, wide.
No.6 Extreme Edge extreme hard, edged.
No.7 Uni-Cotter medium hard, allround tool.
Recommended by Porsche AG and Volkswagen!

The bristle is made of nylon with siliciumcarbid.
That is the perfect material to clean (wet or dry): metal, wood and plastic.
Easy removal of rust, paint, sealing face and so on.

Basic equipment for every
professional motor mechanic.

ERW02

		

Unlocking device ASIA
(11 pieces) for asian cars
Spares:
RNC06 Reserve bristle for RNC05 Stud-Bolt-Cleaner

ERW04

Unlocking device BMW
(11 pieces)
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ERW03

Photo: ERW01

Unlocking device VAG
(11 pieces) VW/Audi/Seat/Skoda

ERW05

Unlocking device Mercedes
(11 pieces)

Blast master

QSS01
Air powered vacuum Quick Spiff

Makes cleaning up almost fun.
It’s so quick and easy, it’s like having your own
personal tornado pick up whatever mess
you make. Quick Spiff™ is completely
self-contained: no tubes, no tanks,
no trouble.
Just connect an air-line and pick up dirt, nuts,
bolts or whatever.

Special blow-out gun with little holes on the side. So it is easier to clean spots
which are difficult to access. For example air filters. Especially for farms,
building firms, automobile/bike industry.
There are 3 different length available:
WZ1017 „blue“
length 30 cm
WZ1018 „red“
length 60cm*
WZ1019 „yellow“
length 90 cm

SB01
Air powered Sand blaster

SB02
Rust-Eater

TYP01
Typhoon cleaning tool

TYP02
Typhoon foamer

Please attend:
This tool works only in combination
with the sand blaster SB01!!!
The ideal tool for small repairs.
It works with a closed circuit
→ blasting cubicle isn‘t necessary!

Rust, scale and corrosion are tough to fully remove.
Speed Blaster runs continuously and virtually clog
free with the correct media and moisture-free air.
And you can use a variety of blast media that do
not exceed 14 grit.
The next time you need to blast something,
just connect compressed air and go.

Effective foamer, uses air pressure
and detergents, to quickly put your
vehicle or object under a layar of foam.
Ratio cleaner/water is 1:50

Effective cleaning tool, uses air pressure
and detergent, creating a typhoon of air
and detergent, which will clean ex- or interiors perfectly.
Air consumption 130 l/m
Max. airpressure 6-8 bar

WZ1015
Diamond grip terminal cleaners (3pcs)

WZ1016
Female bullet connector cleaner set (12 pcs)

WZ1022
Tight Access Tool

WZ1033
XXL-Tight Access Tool

WZ1036
Super low profile wrench drive metric hex bit set (12 pcs)

WZ1037
Super low profile wrench drive Torx® bit set (12 pcs)

For flat and spade style terminals. Works on both male and
female connectors. Pivot hinge
for improved reach in hard to
access areas. Precisely removes
corrosion from terminals without
damaging the pins. Reduces
diagnostic guesswork by
eliminating bad connections.
3-pieceset for most common
connectors in automotive,
commercial vehicles and power
sets. Includesa holster for small, medium and large cleaners.

The first-ever tool for cleaning round electrical
connectors. Cleans round female pin type
electrical connectors. Removes corrosion on
round contact points and reduce diagnostic
guesswork. Includes a
leather-type holster with
identifiers for replace.

Interlocking serrated gripping tips.
High-quality surgical stainless steel.
Grips wires, gaskets, tubes, tools,
terminals and more.
Also used as terminal cleaners for
male spade pins, relays fuses and more.
Length: 15 cm

The NEW XXL-Version is the ultimate tool for
accessing hard to reach areas. Surpassing the
reach of the industry’s longest available needle
nose pliers with greater precision and control,
the WZ1033 provides a sure grip on a variety of
surfaces including wires, hoses, gaskets, o-rings,
fuses, hardware and more.
Length: 35 cm

Super low profile design allows for superior access
compared to low profile hex sockets.
Wrench drive side fits securely on any
10mm, 13mm or 17mm wrench or
socket. Ball detent and bottoming shelf
securely holds the bit into the drive unit.
Set includes : 2,5mm/3mm/4mm/5mm/
6mm/7mm/8mm/9mm/10mm/12mm/
14mm/17mm

Super low profile design allows for superior access
compared to low profile Torx® sockets.
Wrench drive side fits securely on
any 10mm, 13mm or 17mm wrench
or socket. Ball detent and bottoming
shelf securely holds the bit into the
drive unit.
Set includes: T10/T15/T20/T25/T27/T30/
T30/T40/T45/T47/T50/T60
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WZ1032
EU trailer terminal cleaners & pin wear gauge

WZ1029
Camshaft & crankshaft seal tool kit (nylon)

Patented 3 piece set of single pole cleaners
designed for the precise removal of corrosion
and debris. Cleans and resizes male and
female 7 pole, 13 pole and 15 pole European
trailer terminal connections.
Works on trailer light assemblies.
Premium quality holster with magnetic clasp.

Constructed from super strong fibre reinforced
polymer. Universal tool suits all vehicles.
7 installation mandrels suit 21.5mm through
64mm seals.
Removal :
compact puller with unique extracting hooks
engage seal for quick removal (2 pairs of hooks).
Installation :
interchangeable „seal mandrels“, use vehicle
crank or cam bolt to evenly press seal
into position.

WZ1034
Extra long combination 1/4” bit & socket driver, locking

WZ1035
XL double box flexible/lockable reversible ratcheting
wrench set (5pcs)

Great for tight spots under dashboards and bumpers.
Custom Reversible switch. Knurled low profile thumb
wheel for extra precision.
Push Button quick release.
180 degree Locking flex heads at each end
for multiple angles.
Length: 30 cm

The extended length allows improved access to common hard to
reach automotive applications. 72 tooth design delivers 15° swing
arc, improved accessibility in tight spaces.
180° locking flex heads (11 lockable positions).
Sizes: 8mm x 10mm, 12mm x 14mm,
13mm x 15mm, 16mm x 18mm,
17mm x 19mm.

ZBS01
Universal timing gear clamp for dual cam engines

ZBS02
Universal timing gear clamp set

SCH01
Seat cover nylon

SCH011
Seat cover artificial leather

Holds valve timing on overhead cam engines during timing belt service.
Suits timing gear diameters from
101 to 152mm. Suits gear spacing
from 1.6 to 76mm.
Patented ‘Uni-fit’ tooth design suits a
large range of cam gear sizes.
Patented friction locking system allows
infinite locking positions to suit most cam
gear configurations.

Holds valve timing on overhead cam engines during timing belt service.
Includes 4 single CamClamps.
Patented ‘Uni-fit’ tooth design suits a
large range of varying cam gear sizes.
Ideal for Diesel injection pump belt
replacement.

Reusable seatcover in universal size.
Washable at 40°C.
Water- and oil repellent.
Side air bag tested. Antistatic.

Airbag space on both sides.
Washable. Integrated head support.
With side edge cover.
Dimensions: 133cm x 56cm.

Distributed by
IPSEA SINGAPORE PTE LTD
TEL: +65 96365646
FAX: +65 62343812
EMail: ipsea@singnet.com.sg
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